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I consider it a privilege andhonour to be taking over the position of
Editor-in-Chief of HPB as it enters its second decade. Over the last
few months, the editorial team have been working hard with our
new publishers, Wiley-Blackwell to launch the new look journal.
We wish to ensure that members have a journal of which the
Association can be proud and I trust that the new image demon-
strates clearly thatwehave trulymoved into anewera forHPB. I am
pleased to have recruited two enthusiastic Associate Editors in
Mark Callery (USA) and Saxon Connor (New Zealand). We have
also achieved abalance of experiencedhonorary regional editors by
enlisting the support of Steven Strasberg (Americas), Huug
Obertop (Europe) andYujiNimura (Australasia). I have personally
contacted existing editorial boardmembers to ensure their contin-
ued support and have recruited a number of new faces to help in
developing the journal content.Wehavemade a seamless transition
of publisher and I have enjoyed outstanding support from the
Wiley-Blackwell office whose team has beenmeticulous in looking
at ways in which we can improve the quality and profile of our
journal. They will have a very visible presence at our future meet-
ings and will welcome support and advice from the membership.
The Journal will have a fresh and vibrant look for 2009. This
will extend beyond the new cover, the journal layout and the
colour illustrations. We intend to raise the quality of the content
by promoting the publication of relevant review and original
articles. I believe that there will be less need to produce editorials
but would encourage more debate by use of invited commentar-
ies, with the inclusion of a highlights section and through the
correspondence in the journal and online. It is unlikely that we
will be able to accommodate case reports in the future but we will
consider submission of interesting images that might provide
useful learning points to the readership or stimulate debate. Inevi-
tably, some will be disappointed as our rejection rate of submitted
articles increases.
We expect increasing interest in the journal, through its
enhanced visibility on PubMed, through the strong support of the
Associations and as a result of the considerable efforts of our
publishers. We expect that online readership of the journal will
increase and that access through our website will encourage more
downloads of journal content. We have already seen an increased
submission rate of manuscripts over the last few months. We
expect that the decisions to move towards compulsory submission
of manuscripts for accepted presentations to the meetings of
AHPBA and IHPBA and the intention to publish plenary session
presentations at the next EHPBA congress will further enhance
content.
It is our intention to submit a renewed application to the
National Library of Medicine to consider indexing HPB and we
will make certain that our submission exceeds the standard set by
the NIH-chartered advisory committee. However, the timing of
our application will depend on our believing that we have reached
the required quality. Similarly, we will build on the previous sub-
missions to the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI). I believe
that the improved visibility of the journal through increasing
institutional subscriptions and promotion through the Associa-
tions will raise theHPB citation rate.We will time our approach to
ISI but I have already given an undertaking with our publishers
that we intendHPB to have an impact factor of 2 by the end of my
five year term of office.
I am genuinely excited by the prospect of leading the editorial
team over the next five years and building on the foundation laid
my three predecessors. However, success for our journal can only
be achieved with the support and enthusiasm of the Association’s
membership. I urge you to consider submitting your best work to
HPB so that it becomes established as the leading journal in our
specialty.
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